Software architecture has an important impact on maintainability. One of its key functions is to restrict dependencies between system components. However, there are few objective criteria to quantify how well a given architecture does so. In this paper, we propose an objective measure for architecture strictness and report the findings of our case study on architecture strictness with nine real-world software systems.
Introduction
Every software system has an architecture [5] . It comprises components, which structure the system into smaller, coherent parts, and policies, which define the allowed and denied dependencies between the components.
A system architect has to design and maintain the architecture specification. During the evolution of a software system, the architecture specification is subject to change [4] .
Architecture conformance analysis detects deviations between the architecture specification and the architecture present in the source code. Violations of an intended architecture abound in practice. To remove the violations, the system architect often has to change the architecture specification.
As for other software artifacts, one promising way to perform quality assurance is to review these changes. However, it is difficult to rate the impact of a change, even for an experienced architect with profound knowledge about the system.
As a consequence, during a review it often remains unclear how strong the ability of the architecture to prevent certain dependencies is affected by a change. Thus, we need a tool which allows us to capture this aspect of the architecture design. To support the quality assessor, we propose the architecture strictness ρ and evaluate its relevance in practice in a case study with nine real-world industrial systems answering the following research questions.
Architecture Strictness
Architecture strictness ρ is the probability that for two arbitrarily chosen types a and b (a = b), type a may not access type b in the underlying architecture. restrictive system, in which every type can only access itself.
A type pair is a tuple < t 1 , t 2 > of two types. If t 1 may depend on t 2 according to the architecture specification, then the pair is an allowed pair. To calculate ρ on an architecture, we use the formula As an example, we calculate ρ on figure 1 by summarising all allowed and then all disallowed type pairs. 
Study Objects and Procedure
We performed a case study on nine industrial systems developed and maintained by Munich Re. Munich Re is an international reinsurance company with over 40,000 employees worldwide. The study objects are nine heterogeneous C#-written projects (cf. Table 1 : Excerpt of the nine study objects System A-I.
detailed results to the research questions are given in table 1.
Q1: How does ρ differ between systems?
We found that at a range of 0.462 to 0.799 ρ is wellspread.
Q2: How do low-restrictive architectures differ from high-restrictive ones?
We manually examined the architecture of the systems with the lowest strictness (Systems D and H), and compared them to System C with the highest strictness in the study. Systems D and H have two and three top-level components, while System C has seven top-level components. Allowed accesses between the top-level components in Systems D and H lower their architecture strictness, but are absent in System C. The results suggest that for a higher ρ the architecture ought to have several unconnected top-level components of equal size (like System C).
Q3: Does ρ correlate with established metrics?
We observed no correlation between LoC (Lines of Code, including blank lines and comments) and strictness: Pearson's r = 0.18. However, there is a moderate correlation between CC (Clone Coverage, the probability that a source code statement is covered by at least one clone, an indicator of duplication and quality defects in the code) and strictness at r = 0.64. Together with Q1 this indicates that strictness is largely independent of the system size, allowing us to compare different-sized systems. Generally, a high strictness equals few allowed dependencies in relation to the possible dependencies in the system (cf. equation 1). However, allowing only few dependencies to other types could hinder the principle of code reuse. Therefore, in a restrictive systems, code duplication could be a consequence. This might be a reason why we observed a moderate correlation between strictness and CC.
7 Q4: How does the range of atomic changes to ρ differ between systems?
An atomic change is the removal or addition of an arbitrary policy in an architecture. The variables change range and ρ show a strong negative correlation r = −0.74. This supports the interpretation of Q2: High ρ architectures are designed so that a modification to the architecture does not change its ρ so much: An atomic change between small to medium components never has such an effect on ρ as between large components (like Systems H and D).
We found that change range in ρ varies. Moreover, it is negatively correlated with ρ.
Related Work
Bouwers et al. [1] propose the Component Balance Metric to capture the analyzability of an architecture. The metric is a function of the number of top-level components and their relative sizes.
Wermelinger et al. [6] perform a case study on the Eclipse SDK's architectural changes from version 1.0 to 3.5.1. They compute a series of related metrics, among which are the coupling and cohesion metrics.
While these are computationally similar architectural metrics, to the best of our knowledge there are no measures that focus on an explicit reference architecture and measure its ability to prohibit dependencies.
Conclusion
Based on the results of our case study, we found that strictness differs among systems. We explained outliers by manual inspection and extracted some theses for system designs that lead to strict architecture specifications. Other known metrics do not encompass the architecture strictness. The topic remains an interesting field for future research: We will make a larger case study with (open source) non-C# projects from a different domain. A more elaborate study on code duplication and its implications on the architecture strictness could clarify the correlation.
